Free-energy function for discriminating the native fold of a protein from misfolded decoys.
In this study, free-energy function (FEF) for discriminating the native fold of a protein from misfolded decoys was investigated. It is a physics-based function using an all-atom model, which comprises the hydration entropy (HE) and the total dehydration penalty (TDP). The HE is calculated using a hybrid of a statistical-mechanical theory applied to a molecular model for water and the morphometric approach. The energetic component is suitably taken into account in a simple manner as the TDP. On the basis of the results from a careful test of the FEF, which have been performed for 118 proteins in representative decoy sets, we show that its performance is distinctly superior to that of any other function. The FEF varies largely from model to model for the candidate models for the native structure (NS) obtained from nuclear magnetic resonance experiments, but we can find models or a model for which the FEF becomes lower than for any of the decoy structures. A decoy set is not suited to the test of a free-energy or potential function in cases where a protein isolated from a protein complex is considered and the structure in the complex is used as the model NS of the isolated protein without any change or where portions of the terminus sides of a protein are removed and the percentage of the secondary structures lost due to the removal is significantly high. As these findings are made possible, we can assume that our FEF precisely captures the features of the true NS.